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With the crisis resolved, Empress Jiu began to live a carefree life again. 

 

This fellow felt that her desire and desire for money had finally weakened a lot, because this fellow was 

really too rich now! 

 

She didn’t even know how much money she had! 

 

She had almost refined the lightning spirit energy in her body, so she could only wait to be struck by 

lightning. Thus, she began to wander around. 

 

The first place she went to was naturally the several manors of the Yun family. Empress Jiu conferred 

the thrones of her third uncle, fourth uncle, and fifth uncle. The names were also very easy to 

remember. King Yun Shan, King Yun Si, King Yun Wu, and the position of King Yun was vacant, this fellow 

was prepared to leave it to her father. 

 

She had always believed that her father was still alive. Sooner or later, the three of them would be 

reunited. 

 

The three sons of the Yun family were better off. After all, the He family had always been on good terms 

with Yun Chujiu. The fourth and fifth sons of the Yun family were in an awkward situation, especially the 

Liao family. They were afraid that Yun Chujiu would look for trouble, so they were so eager to please her 

that they almost called her their ancestors. 

 

Empress Jiu decided that when she was in a bad mood in the future, she would come to the fourth 

house of the Yun family for a stroll. Seeing the Liao family and Yun Xiluo’s expressions, she was really 

relieved! 

 

Time flew by quickly. Yun chujiu counted with her fingers. It had been a year and a half since the pretty 

boy was frozen. She wondered if the pretty boy’s seal had been lifted.., if the pretty boy knew that she 



had become the female emperor of Zephyr, he would definitely be shocked. Hehe, she was really 

looking forward to it! 

 

In the morning court, prime minister SIMA reported, “Your Majesty, the Grand Meeting of the four 

nations will be held once every three years soon. You have to prepare as soon as possible.” 

 

Yun Chujiu raised her eyebrows. “Grand Meeting of the Four Nations? What is it used for?” 

 

Prime Minister Sima knew that the female emperor of Zephyr was from the immortal Yuan continent, so 

he patiently explained. The gist of it was that the four nations would hold a grand meeting of the four 

nations every three years. Although it was said to be a grand meeting, it was actually a competition, this 

was also a competition between the four nations. 

 

The content of the competition was nothing more than alchemy, Talisman making, weapon refining, 

array formation, beast taming, and spiritual power. Finally, the rankings would be compiled. 

 

Yun chujiu nodded, and then asked curiously, “How are the results of our East Phoenix Country in the 

past years?” 

 

Prime Minister Sima’s face was somewhat stiff as he said, “That, that our East Phoenix country has 

always been the first in friendship, and the second in competition…” 

 

“Speak human language!” 

 

“Cough cough, when retired emperor was around, our East Phoenix Kingdom could still obtain third 

place. After retired emperor went missing, our East Phoenix Kingdom would usually, always be in fourth 

place.” 

 

Yun Chujiu:”…” 



 

Fourth place? Couldn’t he just say that he was in last place! 

 

Retired Emperor was naturally referring to Yun Fengjin. Due to Yun Fengjin’s terrifying spiritual power, 

the East Phoenix Kingdom could win back a city in the spiritual power competition. However, the other 

competitions were utterly miserable. 

 

The South Dragon Kingdom was good at making talismans and arrays, the West Wu kingdom was good 

at refining weapons, and the North Xuan Kingdom was good at Beast Taming. 

 

Originally, the East Phoenix Kingdom was good at refining pills. However, for some unknown reason, the 

rumors spread and stopped spreading. It had been hundreds of years since there had been a particularly 

powerful alchemist, so it was inevitable that they would end up in last place. 

 

Prime Minister Sima and the other Ministers stole a glance at Empress Jiu’s expression. They originally 

thought that after she heard it, she would either be worried or embarrassed. However, why did she 

have an indifferent expression on her face? 

 

“There’s nothing bad about being fourth. After all, it’s still within the top five, isn’t it? ! Alright, you guys 

prepare as you should. I don’t care about these illusory things. 

 

“As long as we have money and combat strength, it’s fine. If anyone dares to make fun of our East 

Phoenix Kingdom, I will make them regret being born in this world.” 


